
De’Longhi Coffee

Explore an intuitive interface 
and functionality with 
dedicated colored icons for 
your favorite drink.

6 HIGH RESOLUTION 
COLORED ICONS FOR DIRECT 
RECIPES

ECAM290.42.TB

FULLY-AUTOMATIC COFFEE MAKERS

Anti-scratches drip tray with 
extractable dishwasher-safe 
grid to ensures durability and 
easy cleaning.
Frontal access for easy 
maintenance.

EASY MAINTENANCE 
SYSTEM

To easily prepare a creamy 
milk foam for your favorite
milk beverages or make hot 
water for tea or infusions.

TRADITIONAL MILK 
FROTHER 

Magnifica Evo embodies De'Longhi
experience, know-how and technology to 
always offer the best in cup result, from 
bean to cup.

Specifically designed for entry level 
consumers to the automatic coffee 
machine world, looking for a one touch 
experience with a modern design 
machine. 

The new De'Longhi bean to cup coffee 
machine satisfies every coffee taste with a 
user-friendly interface and a customized 
selection of beverages, delivered with just 
"one touch".

Enjoy easy interaction thanks to colored
icons for direct, 1-touch beverages, 
displayed in the control panel.

MAGNIFICA EVO COFFEE 6 recipes

 Intuitive control panel with touch 
buttons for an easy interaction 
with the user 

 6 High resolution colored icons
for direct recipes at the touch of a 
button

 Personalize your drinks has never 
been easier: try a strong, medium 
or mild aroma; enjoy it hot, 
medium or low temperature.

 Traditional milk frother to easily 
prepare a creamy milk foam for 
your favorite milk beverages or 
make hot water for tea or 
infusions

 Possibility to use both coffee 
beans and pre-ground coffee

 Possibility to select “x2” function, 
for a double Espresso 

 Integrated coffee grinder with 13 
adjustable settings

 Anti-scratches drip-tray with 
removable and dishwasher-safe 
grid for maximum durability and 
hygiene 

 Removable brewing unit for easy 
cleaning and maintenance

 250gr bean container

TECHNICAL DATA ECAM290.42

Weight Kg 9,4

Input power W 1450

Rated voltage/Frequency V~Hz 220/240~50/60

Water container overall
capacity l 1,8

Beans container capacity gr 250

Adjustable coffee dispenser mm 80  to 140

Energy class A

Pressure bar 15

Dimension (wxdxh) mm 240 x 360 x 440

RECIPES ECAM290.42

Steam x

Espresso x

Coffee x

Doppio+ x

Long x

Americano x

BOI
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